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Transmittal Letter
TO:

Kevin D. DeFebbo, City Manager, Ex-officio Member
David McKillip, Audit Committee Chair
Cristi Pruitt, Audit Committee Vice-Chair
Scott Gary, Audit Committee Member
James Martens, Audit Committee Member
Joe Denning, Commissioner and Audit Committee Member

CC:

Police Chief Doug Hawkins
Michael Grubbs, Human Resources Director

FROM:

Deborah Jenkins, Internal Auditor

Pursuant to the Charter of the Internal Auditor’s Office, I hereby submit the follow-up report
covering BGPD Payroll. The objective of this follow-up report was to determine if BGPD and
related staff implemented the seven (7) recommendations made in an earlier report, BGPD
Payroll Audit (Project# 2010-07, finalized on July 12, 2010). The results of the BGPD Payroll
Follow-up Audit have been discussed with management.
Results in Brief
Six of the seven recommendations have been fully implemented with the assistance of the Board
of Commissioners and the Human Resource Department; however, the one recommendation area
that was not implemented raises concern because it deals with the accountability of the Police
Department’s actual time and leave reporting methods. More detail is provided on pages 7-8 of
this report.
Sincerely,

Deborah Jenkins, CFE
Internal Auditor
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Objective
The objective of this follow-up audit was to determine if BGPD implemented the seven (7)
recommendations made in an earlier report, BGPD Payroll Audit (Project# 2010-07, finalized on
July 12, 2010).
Scope and Methodology
The scope of this follow-up audit included BGPD Payroll transactions from January 1, 2011
through December 31, 2011. To determine the implementation status of prior recommendations,
I performed the following:
Interviewed BGPD, Human Resources and Finance Department Personnel
Reviewed the original audit report
Performed test work to determine compliance with various recommendations
Analyzed the results of the test work performed and discussed results with management
Conclusion
Six of the seven recommendations have been fully implemented with the assistance of the Board
of Commissioners and the Human Resource Department; however, the one area that was not
implemented raises concern because it deals with the accountability of the Police Department’s
actual time and leave reporting methods.
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Previous Observation and Recommendation:

1. A standardized special event system should be
implemented which includes guidance for staff to decide
when a cost recovery contract is appropriate.
Prior Auditor Recommendation
The Board of Commissioners should consider implementing permit fees or cost recovery
agreements for special events and parade permits within the City. Special events and parade
guidelines should be created so managing officers can approve or deny these events confidently
and consistently, as well as determine which special events should have a cost recovery contract
or be approved with the City absorbing the cost for the event. The cost recovery contracts would
not necessarily require a “one-size fits all” type of recovery contract. There are many variations
utilized by other cities such as:
• Charging the full cost to for-profit organizations;
•

A discounted percentage of the cost to approved non-profit organizations;

•

Free service to other governmental organizations; or a

•

Standard permit fee regardless of the organization type.

Even if the City decides to maintain the current free permit policy, the special event and
parade costs should be tracked and the Board of Commissioners should budget for and approve
the donation of these services to the organization on a determined basis.
Prior Police Department Management Response
This is a policy decision that should be made by the City Manager and affirmed by the City
Commission.
Current Status: IMPLEMENTED
The Board of Commissioners updated this process by requiring contracts for special events
and parades. A fee structure was created to assist managing officers. Costs associated with
special events and parades are also tracked so the City knows the value of these additional
services. For profit organizations and post-secondary education institutions are charged
100% of the cost of providing special police services. Non-profit organizations and schools
located within the City are charged 50% of the service costs. Certain events are listed as
grandfathered in and will not be charged unless the cost to the City significantly increases.
The updated code is included in Appendix 1.
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2. All off duty police or security related employment should
be contracted directly with the City to properly follow
employment regulations and limit liability to the City.
Prior Auditor Recommendation
All outside organizations requesting BGPD officers for police or security related details should
contract through the City with a cost recovery contract to address IRS and legal liability
concerns. In addition, the pricing of the cost recovery contracts should be analyzed. Several
options are available to either lower the cost or increase the revenue such as creating a tier
pricing structure or by capping the rank of officer’s eligible for the work to a lower salary level
within BGPD. In my research, various Police departments have implemented policies that
restrict the officer rank available for such extra duty, limited the amount of hours per month that
each officer may work in such a capacity as well as required a minimum of 6-8 hours of
downtime between a requested detail and their reporting time for City duty.
The outside police or security requests, cost tracking, and administrative functions related to
these contracts could be transferred to BGPD civilian administrative staff which could free up
sworn officer’s time for other police needs while reducing the administrative cost associated
with these contracts. Availability lists could be maintained each month where officers list the
days and times that they would be available for extra detail assignments. This allows for an
equitable distribution of extra detail opportunities among eligible officers interested in working
extra details. This is just one example of how other police departments have structured the
assignment of these extra details.
Prior BGPD Management Response
This is a policy decision that should be made by the City Manager and affirmed by the City
Commission.
Current Status: IMPLEMENTED
The Board of Commissioners updated the general provisions in Chapter 19 (Police) of the
City of Bowling Green’s Code of Ordinances to require organizations to directly contract
through the City when requesting officers work at special events. Contracts must meet the
satisfaction of the Chief of Police and the City’s Law Department. The Chief Financial
Officer will determine an established price for each rank of officer while the number of
officers and rank of those officers will be assigned at the discretion of the Chief of Police.
The ordinance is included in Appendix 2.
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3. The sale of personal time should be restricted to personnel
assigned to a “shift” in accordance with the City’s
Administrative Personnel Policy and Procedures Manual.
Prior Auditor Recommendation
A procedure should be established which reviews each request annually as the personal time
cash-in forms are returned to ensure that only “shift” personnel are allowed to cash-in per the
administrative policy.
Prior BGPD Management Response
This is a Human Resources function based on a policy decision that should be made by the City
Manager and affirmed by the City Commission.
Prior Human Resources Management Response
Section 5-12.2 of the employee manual, states that “Prior to January 15 of each year, shift
personnel may apply to cash in any or all personal days they would earn on that date, at the full
base rate straight-time value.” The audit showed that in 2009, a number of sworn but non-shift
personnel also cashed in personal days.
The 2009 Personal Leave Cash-In Application form began with the above reference to Section 512.2 of the manual, including the bolded reference to “shift personnel”. The accompanying
email from retired Human Resources Director Michele Tolbert also referred to shift personnel
being provided the opportunity to sell personal days. Thus, Human Resources distributed the
correct information.
With the auditor having caught the issue in time for the 2010 payment, Human Resources staff
had to obtain current shift information from the Police Department in order to verify eligibility.
In the future, Human Resources will ask each chief’s designee to verify cash-in applicants as
being eligible according to established policy.
Current Status: IMPLEMENTED
The Human Resource Department updated their processes to consolidate the cash-in
request forms and submits a listing of names to the Police Chief who confirms shift status
prior to any payout. In addition, the employee manual has been updated to allow shift
personnel the option to cash-in their personal time in either January or December of each
year.
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4. BGPD should implement a system of reporting leave time
and overtime which is accountable and ensures all leave
taken and overtime earned by employees is accurately and
timely reflected in the payroll system.
Prior Auditor Recommendation
All BGPD supervisors should verify that all leave and overtime cards are submitted and
approved at the end of each shift. The current leave and overtime cards require two levels of
supervisory signatures in an effort to increase controls; however, the second approval signature
is more traditional in nature and does not provide additional value since the second level
approver often works a different shift or in a different area of the building and does not directly
supervise the employee. This second signature requirement should be removed to speed the
approval process and help prevent late forms being received by the Grants Associate for entry.
Supervisors should reconcile submitted leave forms to the roll call reports at the end of each pay
period to ensure that all forms have been received by the Grants Associate.
In addition, a backup administrative employee should be identified and trained to assist the
Grants Associate in the voluminous entry and review of each BGPD payroll batch. The backup
employee should occasionally perform full entry of a payroll batch in order to maintain their
ability to perform payroll if needed.
Prior BGPD Management Response
Prior to the audit, all payroll related documents (leave requests, overtime cards and comp time
cards) were reviewed and approved by the employee's supervisor (and the next in the chain of
command for overtime) - then forwarded to the Grants/Payroll Associate. The Grants/Payroll
Associate entered all documented leave, overtime or comp time into the New World/Logos
Payroll software to reflect categories of pay accurately. The Grants/Payroll Associate also
maintained a spreadsheet of the individual employee payroll information related to leave,
overtime and/or comp time. The Grants/Payroll Associate also maintained hard files containing
all leave request documents, all overtime documents and all compensatory time documents for a
period of time for review and cross reference.
Post Audit, the above process has been supplemented by requiring supervisors to review the
payroll spreadsheet and compare it with their own leave/staffing records to identify
discrepancies in the records and seek correction when necessary. The Chief's Administrative
Assistant has been assigned to perform as Payroll back-up and to provide a bi-weekly review of
payroll data entry to validate the payroll data entry for each pay period. The double signature
requirement for Overtime records was eliminated in favor of a single signature to improve
efficiency in timely payment of overtime.
Current Status: NOT IMPLEMENTED
A sample of unscheduled sick and vacation time was tested within a random four month period
of 2011. Within the sample, 11 sick days were not entered into the payroll system including one
employee with 88 hours of sick time taken which was not reflected. Vacation days were more
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accurately reflected in the sample; however there was an occurrence found where an employee
was on vacation, but submitted 0.5 hour of overtime for being “late on shift.” Upon discussion
with Police management, they conducted their own review of the latest four monthly roll call
spreadsheets and found an additional 11 sick days that had not been submitted to payroll.
The payroll spreadsheet history was also reviewed to document the monthly supervisory audits.
Out of the 19 Sergeants and Captains provided by Police as individuals who may be utilizing the
spreadsheet for reviews, 6 had accessed the spreadsheet regularly to document a consistent
review, 10 showed sporadic reviews and 3 had not accessed the spreadsheet at all. I did find
instances in the reviewed leave slips where prior period adjustments were made due to a
supervisor conducting an audit of the roll call spreadsheets; however, it is not performed to the
extent that the control can be relied upon.
Administration, records, investigations, training and evidence are based fully on the City’s
exception based system so there are no source documents available to test payroll accuracy. The
double signature requirement for overtime slips has been removed. Cadets are part-time
positions that utilize timesheets and dispatch utilizes the same roll call spreadsheet as patrol to
document attendance.
The Administrative Assistant is the backup to payroll; however, she is not being utilized to
review the Payroll Associates data entry. The Administrative Assistant and Payroll Associate
positions have recently been consolidated to one position due to the retirement of the
Administrative Assistant so an additional staff member will need to be trained in payroll entry
for the department and utilized to provide bi-weekly reviews.

UPDATED MANAGEMENT RESPONSE:
The City is currently exploring systemic computer/network based alternatives to manage
payroll/leave/overtime for all departments city wide.
Pending the implementation of any new technologies to manage payroll/leave/overtime, the
police department will internally audit the payroll/leave/overtime accounting for Patrol manually
to ensure payroll/leave/overtime accounting accuracy. The manual internal audit for Patrol
payroll/leave/overtime will be conducted on a monthly basis by the Major in charge of Patrol.
Leave Requests and Overtime Records continue to only require one authorized signature in order
to expedite the approval and data entry process for leave and overtime.
Since the initial BGPD Payroll Audit there has been an assigned primary payroll data entry staff
member and an assigned back-up payroll data entry/review staff member. Recently, those two
positions in the police department were combined into a single position. A new backup payroll
data entry employee has been identified and will be trained to provide payroll data entry as
needed and also serve as an overall payroll review function for each pay cycle.
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5. Human Resources should conduct a review of applicable
supervisory employees to verify exempt vs. non-exempt
status and overtime should be enforced to those status
determinations.
Prior Auditor Recommendation
The Human Resources Department should review supervisory positions to verify which positions
should be considered exempt and BGPD should enforce the City’s Administrative Personnel
Policy and Procedures Manual and not pay exempt employees overtime.
Prior BGPD Management Response
Prior to approval of overtime for the exempt employee, an opinion was sought by the Police
Department from the Human Resources Department regarding limited overtime for exempt
employees. The Human Resources Department affirmed that overtime may be paid for an
exempt employee if they perform work that is outside the scope of their normal duties - as this
practice was also approved within the Fire Department under the same guidelines. Based on
this information, the employee was approved for a limited amount of overtime for work deemed
to be outside the scope of their normal duties. The Police Department was acting according to
direction from Human Resources. The Police Department will comply with any direction from
Human Resources to the contrary in the future.
Prior Human Resources Management Response
The issue at question pertained to overtime exempt versus non-exempt status for one position in
the Police Department. The communications center manager in the Police Department received
overtime pay in 2008 and 2009 while the position was (and still is) classified as exempt from
overtime.
The overtime provisions are governed by the Federal Labor Standards Act (FLSA). One goal of
the 2003 MAG pay study was to determine the proper classification of positions including
whether they are eligible or exempt from the overtime provisions. Then or at some point since,
the communications center manager position was determined as exempt from overtime.
The FLSA standards for overtime exemption are broad and are open to interpretation. The main
test for the “administrative employee” exemption includes the following regarding the “primary
job duty”:
•

•

the exercise of discretion and independent judgment with respect to matters of
significance, including whether the employee has the authority to formulate, interpret or
implement policies or practices, and to waiver from established policies/practices
without prior approval
must relate to the management or general business operation, as opposed to being on a
production line or selling a product.

In reviewing the positions at pay grade 124 with communications center manager, there are six
other classifications. Three are overtime exempt and two are not. One (civil engineer) has no or
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limited supervisory responsibility, and the other (parks maintenance division manager) has been
questioned in the past as to why he is overtime-eligible. The rationale is that the employee is a
working supervisor and often times have work duties where he is performing manual labor along
side workers.
The interim Human Resources Director has no reason to question the previous determination
that the communications center manager position is overtime exempt. As a follow up to this
audit, the employee provided Human Resources with details regarding the overtime hours in
2008 and 2009. The employee worked just under 58 hours overtime over the two years. 25% of
the overtime hours were performed in the radio room due to staffing shortage or filling in for
supervisors. 6% percent of the overtime hours were due to an emergency, generator and radio
outage. 35% of the hours were due to specific (but planned) equipment projects such as radio
rebanding/reprogramming, and new recorder installation. The remaining duties were more
routine. The employee indicated that she has had no overtime in 2010 and should not since the
compensatory leave policy had been explained.

Current Status: IMPLEMENTED
Tests were run to ensure none of the exempt employees had been paid overtime. The only
payout found was an error where an exempt employee was paid out at the end of a quarter
for a minimal amount of compensatory time. Exempt employees are not eligible for payout
of compensatory time. This was a central payroll error and has since been corrected.
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6. Human Resources should update or create new
standardized forms to detail each pay adjustment
calculation and create written procedures which specify
exactly how pay increases / adjustments should be
calculated.
Prior Auditor Recommendation
The Human Resources Department should update current forms or establish additional
documentation which includes the detail of each pay adjustment calculation so it can easily be
reviewed. Written calculation procedures should be established so that staff knows exactly how
pay is to be calculated and which adjustment should be included or excluded from any increase
calculation. Each pay adjustment should be verified to ensure that the calculation is made
correctly. Staff should also be sufficiently cross trained in all aspects of payroll related
personnel entry to ensure that all payroll related information is entered timely and correctly.
Human Resources staffing levels have reduced over the past couple of years with the deletion of
one part-time position as well as the retirement of the Human Resources Director so it is very
important that written procedures are created so that payroll related entry can be consistent and
accurate, as well as ensuring that instructions are available in case of key staff absences.
Prior BGPD Management Response
This is a Human Resources Function.

Prior Human Resources Management Response
The recommendation is that documentation be updated to detail each pay adjustment calculation
and create written procedures which specify exactly how pay increases/adjustments should be
calculated.
Human Resources has revised the Personnel Change Form to better document the payroll
changes that occur and to help remind staff of the various adjustments that can affect pay. The
revised form has a new section for “Salary Adjustments”, which includes specific boxes to
complete regarding special assignment pay, fill in pay, and certification pay. There is also a
section on the form where Human Resources will document the salary calculation.
Human Resources has drafted worksheets to help guide and document calculations pertaining to
public safety promotions and fill-in pay, and remind staff of any future actions needed (e.g.
APO/MPO pay resumes when fill in pay ends). These calculations are complicated by situations
that cross over fiscal years where there is a COLA, and whether the COLA is applied to the base
rate rather than or including assignment and fill-in pay. Automatic computerized calculations
typically utilize base rates to compute new pay rates, however using a system that works well for
99% of the employees may result in a fill-in supervisor being underpaid if the fill-in pay rate is
not also adjusted manually. One software problem that took months to get corrected is that the
New World system would not copy over assignment pay when an officer’s base rate was changed
or a Firefighter/EMT promoted; the system would delete the assignment pay rate. This resulted
in underpayment errors in 2008 and 2009, which were caught in house and corrected.
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Regarding Fill-in Pay, the current written policy is not clear on how to handle APO/MPO, which
can lead to varying interpretations. The Fill-In Pay policy does not reference removing APO or
MPO pay and whether the effective date may be an issue or not, thus it needs to be revised to
help prevent future pay issues. Human Resources now has to track when an officer became an
APO, because it can make a difference as to whether he ‘loses’ that pay in a fill-in
pay/promotion situation.
The current policy manual also does not reference Firefighter/EMT II, let alone how the pay
supplement is to be handled in the event of promotion or fill-in. While there is reference to
Advanced Communications Dispatcher, there are potential pay issues with removal of
assignment pay in the event of promotion; the new supervisor could make less than she/he made
as a dispatcher.
Human Resources will use future payroll changes as an opportunity to refine and document
calculations and procedures for the more complicated payroll situations, as well as draft policy
revisions to address the above issues.

Current Status: IMPLEMENTED
Human Resource Department has updated the Personnel Change Form to include a
calculation check as well as special assignment adjustments. In addition, fill-in pay and
promotional pay forms have been created to help guide staff when calculating the more
complex types of pay adjustments. Copies of these forms are included in Appendix 3.
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7. The utilization of flex vs. compensatory time should be
clarified to ensure BGPD is following applicable labor
laws.
Prior Auditor Recommendation
BGPD should utilize the newly created “Request for Compensatory Hours” form to correctly
track and record earned compensatory time each pay period. In addition, clarification should be
provided to all staff as to the difference between flex and compensatory time. Supervisors should
review requests to use flex time to ensure that the extra time was actually worked in the same
work week.
Prior BGPD Management Response
This observation was based on an interview with a single named employee that is asserted to
have given an incorrect response to a specific question regarding the applicability of flex-time.
There is no evidence that there is a general misunderstanding of the use or applicability of flextime in the police department. However, all supervisors have been re-educated on the
appropriate use of flex-time, and now comp time, in the work environment.

Prior Human Resources Management Response
As a result of the audit, the City started officially documenting compensatory leave earned and
entering it into the New World leave system, rather than departments maintaining only paper
records. Human Resources conducted training with departmental payroll coordinators to
explain the new form and the compensatory leave policy.

Current Status: IMPLEMENTED
Compensatory time is now tracked within the payroll system. Time earned and taken is
keyed into the system and central payroll enforces any administrative policy restrictions.
Police management issued a department wide e-mail which addressed the issue of
compensatory vs. flex time as well as other payroll related items in March of 2010. No
occurrences of improper use of this time were found in the follow-up testing.
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